SymBelt Roll Upgrade Package

Bronze thread inserts

Bronze inserts withstand higher torque levels than earlier thread inserts, and thus reduce the risk of thread damage as belt segments are replaced.

Benefits

- Bronze thread inserts withstand higher torque levels than earlier inserts
- Reduced risk of thread damage as belt segments are replaced

Description

Belt segment bolts are often tightened using a pneumatic impact wrench. The torque applied by these power wrenches is, unfortunately, often too high for the older threads. In the worst case, this can lead to thread failure that prevents the fastening of the segments. And if the belt segments are not fastened, the press is not operational.

Valmet's thread inserts employ a more robust design and are made of a special bronze alloy that makes them more durable than earlier thread inserts.

Upgrade package contents

- Bronze thread inserts
- Retainer screws
- Assembly drawing for on-site installation
- Installation and startup

For more information, contact your local Valmet office. www.valmet.com

e-mail: paper.service@valmet.com, www.valmet.com/productvault
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